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AVer & 
ASTROS Conference

ASTROS Compatible:
Optimizing Your Meeting Experience

Benefits of AVer with ASTROS Conference

Tailored solution for all meeting
spaces

From cozy huddle rooms to spacious 
boardrooms, AVer and ASTROS 
combined solutions offer 
comprehensive support.

Improve audio and video quality to connect remote workers
Help in-office workers start video sessions without complicated  
setups
Smooth and seamless collaboration for both in-office and
remote workers

In the era of hybrid work, video conferencing has become essential.
However, poor audio and video quality can make remote workers 
feel disconnected. 

Wireless conferencing bridges this gap, enabling seamless, high-
quality meetings, and engaging both in-office and remote workers.

One click to start wireless
conferencing

ASTROS Conference simplifies the 
process of initiating calls, sharing 
content, and enables users to 
concentrate on the core objective: 
productive collaboration.

When a product passes Astrogate's compatibility
criteria, it earns the ASTROS Compatible validation.

AVer is a certified ASTROS Compatible manufacturer
dedicated to collaborating closely with us on both
current and future product compatibility.

Elevate your meeting experience with
superb audio and video

Experience AVer's AI-powered
features, such as Intelligent Lighting
and Auto Framing, for enhanced
participant presence and precise
zooming.
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Wireless conferencing solutions for
various room types
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Having worked in the field of wireless presentation and
conferencing since 2006, we remain committed to 
developing optimal solutions for workplaces and classrooms,
and providing reliable support to our customers.
We hope people around the world can enjoy BYOD and BYOM
at their fingertips.

https://www.astrogate.com

AVer offers award-winning visual collaboration solutions for
enhanced productivity and enriched lives. From classrooms 
to businesses, our products like Interactive Flat Panels,
Document Cameras, and HD Video Conferencing aid learning
and competitiveness through powerful visual 
communication. With a focus on service excellence, we
exceed customer expectations.

https://aver.com

CAM57
CAM55
CAM520 Pro3

Combined setup with FONE54VC520 Pro2

Learn more about ASTROS Compatible

Full ASTROS Compatible device list

https://www.astrogate.com/astros-compatibility-program/

https://docs.astrogate.com/vc-peripherals-compatible-list/astros-compatible-vc-peripherals

VB350
VB342 Pro
VB342+
VB130

VB Series VC series CAM series

AVer ASTROS Compatible Models

External Links

About Astrogate

About AVer
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